TRANSFERRING GENETIC INFORMATION

SORRY A TON OF INFO

http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/THE_ORIGIN_OF_LIFE-5.PDF

http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/MEMORIES.pdf

DR. FUELING TALKS ABOUT THE CIBA GEIGY EFFECT BELOW - IT IS PROOF OF GOD:
http://blog.hasslberger.com/docs/PROOF_OF_GOD.pdf

BLESSINGS

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EMERY
Sep 2, 2007 9:42 AM
Subject: TRANSFER OF GENETIC INFO

PROF

THIS SHOWS THE INITIAL CAUSE OF GENETIC DIFFERENTIATION, WHICH, OF COURSE, THE SCIENCE OF GENETICS DOES NOT FULLY UNDERSTAND - THERE IS NOT SUFFICIENT mRNA AT CONCEPTION TO ACCOUNT FOR ALL THE DIFFERENTIATION.

BELOW IS THE EXPERIMENTAL PROOF AND ATTACHED IS THE LOGIC THAT DIFFERENTIATION IS FULLY CAUSED BY THE EM FIELD (aura / Anu) AROUND THE EMBRYO. AND THAT THE INFORMATION THAT CAUSES THAT DIFFERENTIATION IS 2-D IN NATURE BECAUSE IT CAN BE CARRIED FROM ONE AURA / ANU TO ANOTHER VIA A 2-D CARRIER WAVE.

BLESSINGS,

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EMERY
Date: Apr 28, 2006 9:22 AM
Subject: Fwd: TRANSFER OF GENETIC INFO
To: "Affinity777a@aol.com" < Affinity777a@aol.com>
THIS ALSO MEANS THAT WE CAN QUITE SIMPLY ALTER THE CANCER GENE USING ELECTRO-MAGNETIC ENERGY AMONG MANY OTHER SUCH GENETIC DEFECTS - SIMPLY BY OVERLAYING A HEALTHY GENE SAMPLE. THE RUSSIANS ARE DOING THIS.!!

AS WELL AS CAUSE PHYSICAL AGE REGRESSION. MAYBE EVEN STOP AGING AT A GENETIC LEVEL.

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: EMERY
Date: Apr 28, 2006 8:36 AM
Subject: TRANSFER OF GENETIC INFO
To: Jim

JIM

HERE IT IS IN FULL BLOSSOM. THE CHINESE, NOW RUSSIAN EXPERIMENTAL SCIENTIST, CHIANG, DID TRANSFER GENETIC INFORMATION IN A NUMBER OF WAYS AS REPORTED BELOW. THEY STILL HAVE NOT SORTED OUT THAT IT IS THE ANU THAT CARRIES THE INFO. AND, WE ARE NOT YET CLEAR ON THE EXACT ENERGETIC MECHANISM USED AS IS EXPLAINED IN “GENETIC LOGIC”. BUT, HERE IT IS BIG TIME - INCLUDING THE CITE TO THE PUBLISHED ARTICLE.

YAHOO

BLESSINGS,
M

---------- Forwarded message ----------
Fr fuelling
Date: Apr 27, 2006 8:45 PM
Subject: RE: Why the future is Electro-medicine

emiery

Dear Mike,

I am not sure whether that is in the book but I read somewhere (it might have been from you or Slim) that when a laser beam was passed (scattered?) from a duck egg to a chicken egg, the 'chicken' had the beak and feet of a duck ('incomplete' transmission?)! Also the Ciba Geigy experiment with the high voltage or electric field on fish eggs kind of touches this subject.
"Gariyev, a Russian Academician, suggests that our junk DNA actually amounts to such a holographic projector we inscribe ourselves as we develop from egg into a human body. If so the brain is a best candidate, steered by our mind. One Kantshzhen, Chinese, recently used a holograph setup to change a chicken into a duck."

http://microvita.tanzkraft.de/viveka/mvnews04.htm (needed to use the cached version in Google)

"Electromagnetic Transfer of Genetic Information

The transfer of genetic information between animals and between plants by means of only electromagnetic signals has been reported in a popular magazine by a scientific researcher in eastern Russia.

According to Dr. Chiang Kanzhen, the transfer of genetic and biological information through electromagnetic waves from one living organism to another has become possible. His experiments, using a "special installation" for transferring electromagnetic waves of a particular frequency spectrum from a donor to a recipient reportedly produced the following hybrids:

1. From a duck to chicken eggs: 400 chicks where hatched, 25% of which had webbed feet (a photo in the original article shows a chick with partly webbed feet), 80% flat (ducklike) heads, and 70% had long necks.

2. From green wheat sprouts to sprouting seeds of corn: 7000 stalks of corn were grown, of which 3850 had spikes with grains, resembling a cross between wheat and corn, instead of ears (a photo is shown in the original article).

3. From a melon to sprouting seeds of cucumbers: Cucumbers were produced which tasted like melons. Biochemical analysis indicated that alterations in the DNA had taken place.

4. From a peanut to shoots of sunflowers: The form of the sunflower shoots changed and the shoots acquired the taste of peanuts.

The report claims that Dr. Chiang's discovery has enormous potential in the sphere of medicine: for the treatment of cancer and AIDS, for helping with immunodepression caused by organ transplants, and for rejuvenating the human body.

If these experiments can be replicated in other laboratories, Dr. Chiang's discovery will be, as the magazine claims, "one of the greatest discoveries of modern times". It is also very difficult to understand how his results could be explained by conventional scientific theories. The results are consistent with the concept of microvita as subtle (non-physical) carriers of genetic information through physical media. The results may also be consistent with other frontier science experiments on the transfer of biological information by electromagnetic fields (e.g. Fritz Popp's bio-photons), while perhaps going beyond them.

If Dr. Chiang's results are correct, they will go far beyond present techniques to genetically engineer new plant and animal varieties. Present techniques rely on actual physical transfer of genetic material such as DNA and RNA from one species to another, as well as requiring a high level of technical knowledge and practical skill. It appears that Dr. Chiang's approach will make such genetic cross breeding much easier, and extend the range of what is now technically possible to accomplish by conventional genetic engineering. It may also suggest how species evolutionary changes take place in nature, and go far beyond present neo-Darwinian concepts of evolution by random mutation of
genes and natural selection. Dr. Chiang's work will of course raise many ethical questions as to the desirability or undesirability of various applications of this type of research. For example, who if anyone should be permitted to conduct such research and control its applications? The results could even lead to new varieties of human beings, or hybrid mixtures of humans, animals and plants, or be perhaps a great boon to medical science and humanity through new treatments for disease.

Dr. Chiang's research was reported briefly in the quarterly magazine Aura-Z, Issue 2, July 1993. The magazine's address is Ovni Presence, c/o "Aura-Z", B.P. 57, 13244 Marseille-La Plaine Cedex 01, France. A more detailed account will be published in their next issue. Aura-Z publishes articles in different language editions (in English, French, Italian, Spanish and Russian) by Russian researchers and scholars in fields on the fringe or frontiers of established science, such as UFO research, psychokinesis, psychotronic weapons research, dowsing, Bigfoot, vacuum energy, etc."

Further more on Dr. Chiang Kanzhen:

http://herald.donga.ac.kr/archive/113/hum.htm (cached version in Google)

" When 'Ki( 氣) ' Met Science!

Baek Jong Tae, Korea Research Institute of Jungshin Science

The term 'Ki' or basic human energy had been used restrictively in some specific fields like Chinese medicine till only few years ago. It had known as an unscientific and a subtle superstitious word to the general public. In recent years, however, we say and hear the word naturally in daily conversation. Scientists who study 'Ki' are also increasing all over the world.

The scientific meaning of 'Ki' can be talked of as the 'basic energy of matter and life' or 'consciousness contained energy'. It also called various energies like space energy, free energy, zero-point energy and subtle energy in the West. They think 'Ki' can be controled by the mind. Accordingly they regard 'Ki' as the two functions of the boundary line and the bridge between mental and physical energies.

Positive studies of 'Ki' began with the notion of interchanging information in a living body. It means that the information interchanges between living bodies and physical matter can occur without any practical traffics.

Two case studies done respectively by Jacques Benvenist and Chiang Kanzhen are outstanding. Benvenist observed an antibody, diluted with distilled water to the point it contains no other substances, reacts continually to an antigen. He proved by experiment that the reaction between antigen and antibody occurs by immaterial organic media, not by material transfer. Benvenist made this results public to 'Nature', a magazine of authority on science, in 1989. This principle is put to practical use as the secret of Homeopathy, which it has rather great effect on using a diluted solution.

Dr. F. A. Popp's theory that a 'bio-photon' is used as a means of information exchange among cells of living things has received great approval in the academic world. Dr. Chiang Kanzhen, who lives in Russia after fleeing from China, also attracts people's attention. He made crossbred ducks using microwaves. For the experiment, he put a duck at a microwave transmitter and 500 ready-to-
hatch chicken eggs at the receiver. Among the 480 chickens born, 25% had web on their feet, 80% had wide mouth, 70% had long neck and 90% had small eyes like ducks. By radiating microwaves, Dr. Kanzhen, made successfully corn with a wheat nature, cucumbers with melon taste, sunflower seeds with peanut taste, and so on. And he reported these characteristics will go on for generations.

Furthermore, here are some examples for tests on living-bodies: 'Electro-Acupuncture according to Voll (EAV)' which searches acupuncture points on human body, 'Kirlian Camera' which takes photographs of a corona's electric discharge, and 'Radionics' which applied interactions between human mentality and 'Ki'.

KI / CHI / PRANA IS SUPER CONDUCTING ENERGY, NON-POLAR ENERGY, WHICH IS JUST LIGHT PHOTONS, WHICH ARE QUANTA OF LIFE AS EXPLAINED HERE: http://blog.hassberger.com/docs/THE_ORIGIN_OF_LIFE-5.PDF

Developed by German Reinhold Voll, EAV is a system of checking human health conditions through Oriental medical theory. In the process of measuring the resistance of the outer layer of the skin, Voll discovered that the resistance of specific parts are uncommonly low. Voll realized, in a long study, that the parts are undoubtedly the acupuncture points of Oriental medicine and the system bounding these points is 'Kyon-rak' or passage of Ki. As the case study confirmed the existence of Ki in the human body, EAV is being applied in recent days in diagnosing human health conditions by measuring acupuncture points on the ten fingers of the hands.

The Kirlian camera is the equipment invented by Russian Semyon Kirlian. By taking photographs of the corona discharge after giving high-frequency waves and high-voltage currents in a moment to a human body, it shows us that pictures of fingertips closely reveal human physical health or mentality. Peter Mandell, from Germany, invented a diagnosis system through clinical trials of 80 thousand patients.

Based on the idea that men perceive Ki energy consciously radiating from a thing inspected, Radionics equipment measures whether it resonates between information codes and materials when they are compared by electric signals. Men's consciousness plays an important role in judging whether it is resonant or not in this process. The results measured in this way show objective and consistent data. After all, we can be aware of the fact that consciousness of the human plays an important part in measuring Ki. This equipment was developed into MRA (Magnetic Resonance Analyzer) having about 1,800 pieces of information codes by Ronald Weinstock from the U.S. in 1989. In Korea, it has been put into practice with the name of BRS (Bio-Information Resonance System).

As stated above, we can regard Ki as informative energy inducing the two worlds of biological and material to interact. In other words, we could induce, without using materials, interactions among living things or materials only by their own information. It's similar to copying files on computer, so it doesn't clash with two conservation laws of energy and mass. This transcription method of information will be developed into an epochal new skill for the betterment of today's severe environmental pollution which is caused by improper use of chemical materials and energies. We also have a bright view of new scientific field dealing information instead of material. 

http://www.jiang-wave.com/index.php?page=public&sub=reports&id=20040601022558 (in Russian) or the 'home address' of Jiang Kanzheng (different spelling): http://www.jiang-wave.com/ (the English version does not come up on my computer)
1. Способ изменения наследственных признаков живых объектов и устройство для передачи биологических информации. The method to change organism heredity's and the device to transmit biological information. Soviet Union Patent No; 1828665, 1981.


And finally a funny write-up by the ‘Skeptics Magazine’:


With best regards,

Stephan

Stephan Fuelling, Ph.D.

Research Assistant Professor

University of Nevada, Reno

Department of Physics / NTF

5625 Fox Ave.

Reno, NV 89506
IF YOU SEE THE INFO ABOUT TRANSFERRING GENETIC INFO FROM ONE EGG TO ANOTHER - PLEASE SEND IT TO ME. I AM PARTICULARLY INTERESTED IN HOW THEY DO IT - VIA COHERENT ENERGY IS PROBABLY THE WAY.

BLESSINGS,

M

While western researchers cut single genes from the DNA strands and insert them elsewhere, the Russians enthusiastically worked on devices that can influence the cellular metabolism through suitable modulated radio and light frequencies and thus repair genetic defects.

Garjajev’s research group succeeded in proving that with this method chromosomes damaged by x-rays for example can be repaired. They even captured information patterns of a particular DNA and transmitted it onto another, thus reprogramming cells to another genome. So they successfully transformed, for example, frog embryos to salamander embryos simply by transmitting the DNA information patterns! This way the entire information was transmitted without any of the side effects or disharmonies encountered when cutting out and re-introducing single genes from the DNA. This represents an unbelievable, world-transforming revolution and sensation! All this by simply applying vibration and language instead of the archaic cutting-out procedure! This experiment points to the immense power of wave genetics, which obviously has a greater influence on the formation of organisms than the biochemical processes of alkaline sequences. Esoteric and spiritual teachers have known for ages that our body is programmable by language, words and thought. This has now been scientifically proven and explained. Of course the frequency has to be correct. And this is why not everybody is equally successful or can do it with always the same strength. The individual person must work on the inner processes and maturity in order to establish a conscious communication with the DNA. The Russian researchers work on a method that is not dependent on these factors but will ALWAYS work, provided one uses the correct frequency.
But the higher developed an individual's consciousness is, the less need is there for any type of device! One can achieve these results by oneself, and science will finally stop to laugh at such ideas and will confirm and explain the results. And it doesn't end there. The Russian scientists also found out that our DNA can cause disturbing patterns in the vacuum, thus producing magnetized wormholes! Wormholes are the microscopic equivalents of the so-called Einstein-Rosen bridges in the vicinity of black holes (left by burned-out stars). These are tunnel connections between entirely different areas in the universe through which information can be transmitted outside of space and time. The DNA attracts these bits of information and passes them on to our consciousness. This process of hypercommunication is most effective in a state of relaxation. Stress, worries or a hyperactive intellect prevent successful hypercommunication or the information will be totally distorted and useless. In nature hypercommunication has been successfully applied for millions of years. The organized flow of life in insect states proves this dramatically.

Modern man knows it only on a much more subtle level, as "intuition". But we, too, can regain full use of it. An example from Nature: When a queen ant is spatially separated from her colony, building still continues fervently and according to plan. If the queen is killed, however, all work in the colony stops. No ant knows what to do.

Apparently the queen sends the "building plans" also from far away via the group consciousness of her subjects. She can be as far away as she wants, as long as she is alive. In man hypercommunication is most often encountered when one suddenly gains access to information that is outside one's knowledge base. Such hypercommunication is then experienced as inspiration or intuition. The Italian composer Giuseppe Tartini for instance dreamt one night that a devil sat at his bedside playing the violin. The next morning Tartini was able to note down the piece exactly from memory, he called it the Devil's Trill Sonata. For years, a 42-year old male nurse dreamt of a situation in which he was hooked up to a kind of knowledge CD-ROM. Verifiable knowledge from all imaginable fields was then transmitted to him that he was able to recall in the morning. There was such a flood of information that it seemed a whole encyclopedia was transmitted at night. The majority of facts were outside his personal knowledge base and reached technical details about which he knew absolutely nothing.

When hypercommunication occurs, one can observe in the DNA as well as in the human being special phenomena. The Russian scientists irradiated DNA samples with laser light. On screen a typical wave pattern was formed. When they removed the DNA sample, the wave pattern did not disappear, it remained. Many control experiments showed that the pattern still came from the removed sample, whose energy field apparently remained by itself. This effect is now called phantom DNA effect. It is surmised that energy from outside of space and time still flows through the activated wormholes after the DNA was removed. The side effect encountered most often in hypercommunication also in human beings are inexplicable electromagnetic fields in the vicinity of the persons concerned. Electronic devices
like CD players and the like can be irritated and cease to function for hours. When the electromagnetic field slowly dissipates, the devices function normally again. Many healers and psychics know this effect from their work. The better the atmosphere and the energy, the more frustrating it is that the recording device stops functioning and recording exactly at that moment. And repeated switching on and off after the session does not restore function yet, but next morning all is back to normal. Perhaps this is reassuring to read for many, as it has nothing to do with them being technically inept, it means they are good at hypercommunication. In their book Vernetzte Intelligenz (Networked Intelligence), Grazyna Gosar and Franz Bludorf explain these connections precisely and clearly.